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The Word Game

Prologue
This book is about the strategy of Words With Friends.
I wrote this book to share my love of word games, and to
introduce a new way of playing and perceiving the game.
Words with Friends requires word game, board game,
and strategy elements. Juggling these elements can prove
to be quite the challenge! Whether it's the "Eureka!"
moment of finding a word, using your game savvy to close
a potential threat, or creating a crafty setup, anyone can
enjoy the thrill of Words with Friends.
My hope is to take Words with Friends beyond a
simple, fun, activity into something more. For me, while
Words with Friends is fun, the goal isn’t just to have fun.
The goal is to win.
Warning: Obscure Words Coming!
There are many obscure words in the Words With
Friends lexicon. Some of these are plants, foods, or
animals: others are archaic words imported from other
languages, and others are just plain silly.
Learning all (or nearly all) of the words in Words With
Friends is daunting, and I don’t expect any reader to know
all of the words that appear in this book. Nearly all puzzle
solutions are common words, and I provide word lists
consisting of useful WWF (Words With Friends) words.
However, there might be words that you are unfamiliar
with or have never seen before. Consider yourself warned!
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About the Author

Kenji Matsumoto is an elite Scrabble® player
originally from Aiea, Hawaii who has finished in the top 5
of the last three Nationals he’s played. He is known to be
one of the best Scrabble® strategists in the world.
Kenji is the author of the acclaimed book Breaking the
Game which details basic Scrabble strategy, as well as the
primary editor of the second edition of the Scrabble
Players' Handbook. If you enjoy this book, you'll love my
Scrabble book! (For those interested, you can purchase my
Scrabble book here.
Kenji majored in game theory from Hampshire College,
and can be reached at kenjicmatsumoto@gmail.com.
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History of Words With Friends
Words with Friends (WWF) is a mobile word game
application. The objective of Words with Friends is to outscore
your opponent by placing letters onto a board, receiving points
based on the placement of your tiles. Players love the word,
puzzle, and language element as well as the convenience of
playing on their cell phone.
Words with Friends began as an app about chess. When the
app didn’t sell, the creators switched to a word game similar to
Scrabble®: a 15x15 board using tiles and bonus squares.
However, there are a few key differences. The lexicon is
different. The bonus square layout changed, as did the tile
values and the number of tiles. Most importantly, you could
play at your own pace.
At first, the game faced significant challenges. The creators
of Words with Friends had to balance between maintaining its
popularity and staying out of legal trouble. As a result, the
creators of Words with Friends sold the game to a little known
company (at the time) called Zynga.
At this point, Words with Friends took off. People loved
that you could play anywhere from your phone. No more
driving 45 minutes to your friends’ or family’s house to take a
dusty game out of the closet, devoting an entire night listening
to your coworker’s wife or elderly grandma. Instead of
spending $30 for a game, you can play for free (with ads) or play
an ad-free version for cheap. None of the hassle, all of the fun.
Over time, Words With Friends has become a phenomenon.
Although it was invented in 2009, millions of people all over the
world now play Words With Friends. With over 100 million
downloads and an official board game, its popularity and
success are undeniable.
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The Word Game
Since the beginning of time, humans have had a fascination
with language. Language can be extremely complex and seem
chaotic, and yet it has a symmetry and eloquence that appeals
to the word lover in all of us. The beauty of language makes
games such as Words with Friends popular. It allows us to play
with words. To teach words. To share our joy of words.
There are three essential word skills required to play Words
with Friends. The first skill is word learning, or word knowledge.
Having a solid vocabulary is vital if you want to excel at Words
with Friends, as it gives you an unlimited set of opportunities. If
you are willing to learn words, even a few hundred useful words
can work wonders to improve your score.
The second skill is anagramming. Anagramming is the
ability to unscramble letters in your rack to find valid words.
Since many words have peculiar letter construction,
anagramming even common words can prove to be a challenge.
When you add the challenge of finding short words in a rack of
seven tiles, and anagramming through preexisting open tiles on
the board, anagramming can at first seem overwhelming.
The third skill is problem solving. Finding words with
various rack imbalances is vital if you want to be successful at
Words with Friends. By scoring moderately well with these
racks, you give yourself an opportunity for higher scores when
you draw better tiles.
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Word Learning
Words are the artillery of games like Words with
Friends: while you can make do with what you have, it
always helps to have more. Most players play games like
Words with Friends since it helps players learn words while
sharing their appreciation of language with others. Word
learning allows players to communicate ideas and concepts
more clearly and vividly in their everyday lives.
The process of word learning is very individualized.
Some chant or focus on the words, almost as if in a type of
hypnosis. Some try to visualize the word intently. Others
use a mnemonic device, such as a phrase, a physical object,
or similar words that they group together as a set.
While some prefer learning words through reading or
other intellectual processes, learning words can also be a
means to improving at Words With Friends. Learning
words that show up frequently and score well will help you
win more often.
It’s worth noting that not everyone feels the need to
learn the meaning of all of these words, as they do not
significantly improve your ability to play Words With
Friends. Many players learn these words solely to improve
their performance in word games, and do not actually know
the meanings of all the words they play.
The lists that follow represent only a partial sample of
words belonging to each category. Complete lists can be
found through search engine on the internet.
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Two and Three Letter Words
Learning the two and three letter words is essential to play
Words With Friends at a high level. These words allow you to
make parallel plays that often score well and enable you to
place longer words. Learning and finding these words over the
board will make a substantial improvement to your score.
To solve some of the puzzles in this book, it will involve
using two or three letter words as parallel plays. These words
are the building blocks of Words with Friends.
Here are some of the most useful two and three letter
words in Words with Friends, along with their definitions:

AB: An abdominal muscle
AG: Agriculture
AL: A type of tree
AW: Expressing disgust
BA: Soul (Egyptian)
BI: A bisexual
BO: A friend
DE: From
ED: Education (Sex ed, etc.)
EH: expressing doubt
GI: Robe for martial arts
HM: Expressing thought
ID: Psychoanalytic term
JO: A companion
KA: Egyptian religious term
KI/QI: Vital force (Chinese)

LI: A Chinese distance
MO: A moment
NE: Birth name of
NU: A Greek Letter
OM: A meditation mantra
OP: A style of art
OI/OY: Synonym of ouch
TA: Exclamation of thanks
UH/UM: Utterance of pause
UN: One
UT: the musical tone C
WO: Grief
XI: A Greek letter
XU: Vietnamese money
YA: You (slang)
ZA: Slang for pizza
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AFT: A nautical direction
AGA: A Turkish military rank
ALB: A type of vest
AMU: A unit of mass
ARB: A stock trader
AWL: A type of tool
AZO: Containing nitrogen
BAE: A companion
BAP: A type of Asian bread
BEN: An interior room
CAY: A low island
CEE: The letter C
CIG: Short for cigarette
COL: A flatland
COZ: Slang for cousin
DAG: A hanging appendage
DAH: a dash in Morse code
DAK: An ancient vehicle
DAL: an Indian dish
DAW: To emerge (as light)
DEL: A calculus term
DEV(A): A Hindu God
DEY: An African ruler
DOL: a unit of pain
DOM: Title for monks
DOR: A type of beetle
ECU: A type of coin
EDH: Old English letter
EEK: Proclamation of fear
ELD: State of being elderly
EMU: A bird that can't fly
EWE: A female sheep
FAB: (Slang) Great
FAY: To interlock
FEM: A homosexual
FEN: Marsh
FEU: To grant land
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FEY: Mentally insane
FEZ: A type of hat
FID: A bar used on ships
FIE: Oy!
FOU: Drunk
FOY: A farewell feast
FUD: A prude
FUG: To congest
GAD: To roam anxiously
GAM: To converse
GAR: To initiate
GAT: A type of fun
GED: A type of fish
GEN: Studied information
GEY: Very
GID: Sheep disease
GIE: To give
GNU: A type of antelope
GOA: A type of gazelle
GUV: Slang for governor
HAJ: A Muslim pilgrimage
HAO: Vietnamese money
HEW: to cut with an axe
HIE: To move quickly
HON: Endearing term
HOY: A large ship
ICH: A type of fish disease
ICK: Yuck
JAG: To cut
JEU: A game
JUN: A North Korean coin
KEA: A type of bird
KEF/KIF: A type of drug
KEN: To know
KEX: A stalk
KIP: To sleep
KIR: Alcoholic beverage

The Word Game
KOA: A type of wood
KOB: A type of antelope
KOI: A type of fish
KOP: A hill
KUE: The letter Q
LAR: Roman word for deity
LAT: A back muscle
LAV: A Bathroom
LEA: A grass field
LEE: A type of shelter
LEI: A flower necklace
LEK: Albanian money
LEU: Romanian money
LEV: Bulgarian money
LEX: Law
LIN: A waterfall
LOP: To remove excess
LUM: A chimney
LUV: Companion
LUX: A unit of light
LYE: A soap ingredient
MAC: A word for raincoat
MAE: More
MEG: Short for megabyte
MEL: Endearing term
MHO: Electrical unit
MIB/MIG: A type of marble
MOA: An extinct bird
MOC: A moccasin
MOG: To distance one's self
NEB: A bird's beak
NOH: Japanese drama
OBI(A): A form of sorcery
OCA: An herb from Brazil
OHM: Electrical term
OHO: Expressing surprise
OKA/OKE: Turkish weight

OUD: Musical instrument
OXO/OXY: w/oxygen
PIA: Brain membrane
PIU: A musical direction
POI: A Hawaiian dish
QAT/KAT: Evergreen shrub
QUA: Of amount
RAJ: Sovereignty
RAX: To stretch
REX: A type of animal
RIF: To fire
RIN: To melt
ROM: A gypsy male
RYA: A Scandinavian rug
TAJ: A tall cap
TED: To spread for drying
TEW: To Labor
TUI: A bird from NZ
TUP: Copulate with sheep
ULU: An Inuit knife
VAR: A unit of power
VAU/VAV/VAW: Hebrew
letter
VIM: Energy
VOE: A small water inlet
VOX: Voice
VUG: A hole in a rock
WAB: A web
WEN: A benign skin tumor
WUD: Insane
YIN: Female passivity
YOB: A loud person
YOK: A loud laugh
ZAX: A cutting tool
ZED/ZEE: The letter Z
ZEN: Eastern religion
ZIN: A type of wine
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Vowel-Heavy and Duplicated Words
Having a plethora of vowels is one of the most frustrating
experiences in any word game. While good players do their
best to ensure this doesn’t happen, sometimes there’s nothing
you can do: you will occasionally get stuck with 5 or 6 vowels on
your rack, or maybe 3 Is or As on your rack. In these cases, it is
extremely useful to know some vowel-heavy words.
Here are some words with multiple vowels and/or duplicate
vowels, alongside their respective definitions:
AGEE/AJEE: To one side
AGIO: A currency fee
AGUE: Malarian fever
AKEE: A tropical tree
ALAE: Wing parts (ALA)
AMIA: A type of fish
AMIE: A female friend
ANOA: A type of oxen
LUAU: A Hawaiian feast
OGEE: S-shaped mold
OHIA: A tropical tree
EPEE: A type of sword
UNAI/UNAU: A type of sloth
KURU: A type of disease
UVEA: An eye part
AALII: A tropical tree
AERIE: A bird's nest
AIOLI: Garlic mayo
AQUAE: A plural of AQUA
AREAE: A plural of area
AURAE: A plural of AURA
COOEE: To make a shrill cry
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LOOIE/LOUIE: A lieutenant
MIAOU: To sound like a cat
OORIE/OURIE: Shivering
APIAN: Describing bees
LAARI: Currency (Maldives)
LANAI: A type of porch
NAIAD: A water nymph
TAFIA: A type of rum
TAIGA: A type of climate
OVOLO/I: A type of mold
GUANO: Sea bird poop
HOOEY: Make-believe
SOOEY: A type of pig call
YOWIE: A small pig
FUGIO: An outdated coin
BIKIE: A bicycle fanatic
KAROO: A topological area
PEKOE: A type of tea
MAUVE: A shade of purple
VIREO: A small green bird
VIGIA: A navigation sign
EAUX: Water (French pl.)

Words with High point Tiles
Learning words with high point tiles is extremely important
in Words With Friends since it allows you to use bonus squares
to score lucratively. In the right location, these words can score
easily more than a bingo!
Here is a list of words with high point tiles, alongside definitions:
LAZE: To "chill out"
ZOEA: Sea Larva (-AE, -AL)
ZARF: A coffee cup holder
ZEBU: A type of ox
ZILL: A musical instrument
ZORI: Japanese slipper
YUTZ: A fool
IXIA: A flowering plant
IBEX: A type of goat
MINX: An impudent female
ONYX: A type of gem
JAUP: To splash
JUCO: Junior college
JEHU: A fast driver
JOEY: A baby kangaroo
JUPE: A type of jacket
FUJI: A type of fabric
QADI: an Islamic judge
AZURE: A shade of blue
COLZA: A type of cabbage
GHAZI: A Muslim war hero
GONZO: Weird
GYOZA: A Chinese appetizer
HERTZ: A unit of frequency
HUZZA: To cheer on
KUDZU: A type of starch

SMAZE: Smoke and haze
WINZE: A steep mine shaft
WIZEN: To shrivel
ZINEB: Insecticide
ZOOTY: Ostentatious
ZORIL: An African mammal
CAJON: A type of canyon
GANJA: Marijuana
JAPAN: To coat with lacquer
JAWAN: An Indian soldier
JENNY: A female donkey
JINGO: A fervent patriot
JNANA: Meditative lessons
JUPON: A type of tunic
JURAT: A legal statement
PUNJI: A trap used in war
AXIAL: Forming an axis
IXORA: A type of plant
TWIXT: Between
QANAT: A system of
underground tunnels
SQUAB: A young pigeon
FAQIR: A Hindu ascetic
QUIPU: An old calculator
QUIRT: Strike with a whip
KHOUM: Mauritania money
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Bingos
Bingos are words that use all 7 tiles on your rack in a single
play, netting you a 35 point bonus. These plays not only score a
lot of points, but also serve to impress your friends and family.
They are wonderful for using one-point tiles to score.
Here are some useful bingos along with definitions:

ANEROID: A type of barometer
AILERON: Wing part on an airplane
ANESTRI: Periods of sexual inactivity
DARIOLE: A type of pastry
ARENOSE: Adjective meaning sandy
ROSEATE: Adjective meaning red
AMNIOTE: Development stage for vertebrates
GENITOR: Another word for father
ARANEID: A class of spider
INEDITA: Unpublished media or books
LADRONE: Another word for robber
RONDEAU: A type of poem
NITERIE: A type of nightclub
TONEARM: The arm of a record player
EULOGIA: A type of biblical prayer
LENTIGO: A scientific name for freckle
EBONITE: A type of hard rubber
COTERIE: A group or posse
GENOISE: A type of cake
NEREIDS: Mythical sea creatures
REDBAIT: To accuse of being Communist
PARDINE: Descriptive of a leopard
STHENIA: A state of too much energy
SEROTINE: A type of bat found in Europe
GERANIOL: A cosmetic ingredient
DIASTOLE: The pace of a normal heartbeat
ETIOLATE: To whiten chemically
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Anagramming
The act of anagramming (unscrambling letters to form
valid words) is the most essential skill in Words with
Friends.
There are many techniques players use to improve their
anagramming skills. The first one is looking for tile
combinations. Tile combinations such as QU, CH, ING,
LY, ST, etc. can be extremely lucrative and can help you
find high scoring plays as well as bingos. Many tile
combinations take the form of prefixes and suffixes as well
as roots and common sub-words (such as WOOD or
WORK).
Another popular technique is fixing letters in place.
Research has shown that people improve at anagramming
when we fix a first letter, and that this effect is improved
immensely when we also fix the last letter, as it gives our
mind structure. We can perform this technique one tile at a
time, cycling through all of the tiles on our rack as well as
any potentially high-scoring tiles on the board.
Yet another strategy is by focusing on the patterns and
constructions of words. Although not universal, most
words follow certain rules: Qs are followed by Us; words
rarely contain 3 or more consecutive vowels/consonants;
and most syllables contain a vowel. Systematically
applying rules about word structure can help you anagram.
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Tile Combinations
The English language is one of the most difficult languages
to learn and spell. Even children’s words are difficult to learn:
words like blue, giraffe, and kaleidoscope don’t seem to follow
the basic “rules” of English.
Nevertheless, there are rules about how words are
constructed. Qs are usually followed by Us, many letters rarely
show up in sequence (UU, WW, XX, etc.), and nearly every
syllable has a vowel. In addition, the English language has many
letter combinations that occur together frequently.
Soft Consonants
Certain consonants are more likely to form sequences with
other consonants. Consonants that frequently form
combinations with other consonants are known as soft
consonants. The "softest" consonants are L, H, S, M, N, and R.
Here is a list of common letter combinations:
L: BL CL LD FL GL LL PL LY
H: CH, GH, PH, SH, TH
S: SC, SH, SK, SL, SP, SS, ST, SW
M: MB, MM, MP, MY
R: BR, CR, DR, FR, GR, PR, RT, TR, WR
N: KN, NC, ND, NG, NK, NT
Others: CK, FY, FF, GG
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Prefixes and Suffixes
The most common combinations are prefixes and suffixes.
These letter combinations can be placed next to words and
roots to form valid words. Finding these prefixes and suffixes
can serve to make anagramming significantly easier.
Most common prefixes:
RE-. IN-, IM-, UN-, DIS-, CO-, DE-, SUB-, ANTI-, PRE-, ISO-, OVER-,
OUT-, BI-, TRI-, BE-, OB-, ABMost common suffixes:
-ING, -ED, -ER, -LY, -LESS, -ITY, -IC, -AL, -LIKE, -TION, -SION, -OUS,
-IZE, -DOM, -NESS, -ATE, -OID, -MAN

Answers to quiz can be found on page 30.
ACEIKLT
ADILPSY
AINOORT
ACCILMO
AINOPSS
AEILOST
AEFIMNR
BEIRTVY
AAENRUW
DEEFMOR
CDEEISV
AAINRTW

EEGILNP
ACEELPR
IMNOOSU
DEELLRY
DEIILOZ
ALNOPTU
AEEIKLR
DEIKLNU
CEKLORS
DEELOTW
BCEEMOS
BDEIORV
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Word Construction
Although its letter sequences may seem chaotic, consistent
patterns still govern the construction of words. Most words
alternate between consonants and vowels, with occasional
consonant combinations (NG, CH, ST, etc.) and vowel
combinations (IO, EA, etc.). Many letter combinations are
extremely rare (UO, LX, etc.) and others don’t exist at all.
For example, when looking for a word that starts with M,
we immediately assume the next letter to be a vowel. This
follows the basic construction of words. Likewise, when we
start a word with a C, we don’t look too hard for words starting
with CE or CI: while a few such words do exist, many more
words start with CA, CR, or CL.
Understanding letter combinations can help you anagram.
Developing an innate understanding of common constructions
is an important skill improved by refining your intuition,
developing a “feel” for how words are formed.
In the following examples, using word construction can be
very useful: (Answers found in the Answer Key on page 30)

CEHRSTT

AILQTUY

AEOQSUU IPSSTTY

ACKOPR? beginning with B

DEFINS? ending in H

ACKOPST beginning with a J

AEIMMOR ending in an L
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First and Last Letter
Shuffling one’s tiles undoubtedly helps players find words.
Unfortunately, many players shuffle their tiles aimlessly,
reordering their tiles randomly.
Successful anagrammers look for words that start or end
with a specific letter. With a rack such as ABCDEFG, they look
for words that start with A, B, etc. then they look at all the
words that end in A, B, etc. This allows them to find words
efficiently and comprehensively.
This ability can be further improved when you assume both
a first and a last letter simultaneously, or when you assume a
first or last letter in combination with a prefix or suffix.
Answers can be found on page 31.

First Letter:

Last Letter:

Both:

C ANORSY
C AENNOTV
C ABEINT
C AENOORT
C AMOPSS
C AAAILMR
------------------S EKLNPU
S AGHIRTT
S EENTVY
S AEHRTT
S ELLNOW
S DDELNUY

AABBELS L
AIMNOOR L
AEINRTV L
EINSTU
L
ACHLOO L
AFINPU
L
-------------------AAMNOPR A
CEEERTTD A
GILLOR
A
EHIRSTY A
EINORST A
ABNNOZ A

L ADEMNO E
L CCIIOR
E
L AAGGNU E
L ADILNN E
L AAIMNT E
L HLOOP? E
-------------------B DEILOO R
B DEEILW R
B ACEHLO R
B EEEILV R
B AILOP
R
B DELOU R
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Leaves
In each position, you can think of finding the best play as a
problem solving exercise. Every rack should have specific goals
that you are trying to accomplish, such as blocking lucrative
openings, scoring points, or using a specific tile on the board.
However, an often-neglected factor is ensuring that you not
only score points immediately, but also keep tiles conducive to
scoring points on your next turn.
As such, ugly racks need to be addressed preemptively,
while they remain a small problem rather than a major
hindrance. This requires paying attention to your leave, or the
tiles that remain on your rack after your play. Sometimes you
need to sacrifice points to make sure you have a playable rack
next turn.
Without paying attention to your leave, disaster may strike.
Keeping 3 vowels on your rack can often turn into 6 vowels.
Duplicated tiles can turn into triplicates. VW can easily turn into
JGVW. Solving your problems by sacrificing a few points now
can make future problems a lot easier, especially if you face a
mediocre draw.
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Too Many Vowels or Consonants
One of the most frustrating experiences in Words With
Friends is an imbalance of consonants and vowels. Since words
need a steady balance of both, having all of your tiles as one or
the other will severely inhibit your ability to score. Even 6
vowels or 6 consonants can present a significant challenge.
In most cases, this problem can be solved preemptively: it is
impossible to have a rack of 7 vowels or 7 consonants if you
have at least one vowel and one consonant remaining after
every play. Likewise, it is far less likely you will have a vowelless rack if you only have 3 consonants left on your rack, as the
odds of drawing four more consonants are fairly low.
(Answers on page 32)
Find the vowel heavy 6 letter words!
ADEHIOO

DEIIOTZ

ABEIOOT

ABEEINO

ABEGIOO

AEINQUU

AEEGIOT

ABEORUU

AEENOUV AADEGIO

AEEIKRU

AEEGILU

Find the consonant heavy 6 letter words!
CEHMNRW GHLORTW CEGHLMP CFHIRTT
ACHKNTW ACHMRTW ALNSTXY

BDHINRY

BKLOSXY

EFFLMSY

BLMNOSY CEGHLRY
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Too many of the same tile
Another problem that you might face is having too
many of the same tile. Having three or more of the same tile
will significantly limit your ability to form words, as it drastically
reduces the permutations of letter combinations possible to
form a valid word.
For this reason, trying to get rid of duplicate tiles is very
important: while having two of the same tile often is a minor
nuisance, having three of the same tile is a major problem. For
example, focusing on playing at least one A with a 2-A rack is a
good idea because it limits your exposure to 3 A racks. Even a
bad tile (such as a U) is much better than a second or third A.
(Answers on page 32)
Find the 6 letter word to clear the duplicates!

BIIIKNT
DIINTTW
AADNPYY
AAAADMR
CEEEFFO
ADINOWW
DEEEEPT
DLLMOOP
AEELLLT
CCINOOO
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CCEKOOU
EEELNTV
EMMRRUU
AADRRTT
AAALPPY
AAANRTV
GLNOOOR
IMORRRT
BDIITTU
AAABNRZ
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Clunky Tiles
While high point tiles such as the J, K, and W are good for
scoring, having too many of these tiles can be a big problem.
Retaining too many high point tiles limits your scoring options.
Although one-point consonants don’t score well on their
own, they allow you to score with high point tiles easier. While
a tile such as an L might be “worse” than the M, BKL is better
than BKM since the L lends flexibility to high point tiles.
At the end of the day, Words with Friends is all about
balance. While you need high point tiles to score, having too
many high point tiles can become extremely clunky.
(Answers on page 32)
Find the 6 letter word to clear up the following racks:
ADEGKMW
ADIKRWZ
EIKSVVY
AFFGNUW
EHHNPWY

FILLOPW
FFIMNTU
CIKLPPU
EFFKNOY
BCOOPWY

AFHLLUW
AGIMRWW
CCNOPUY
CEEKPPU
ACHIJKP

ALLNRXY
AGJLMOP
CCHIMPU
DEGMPPY
CCIINPY
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Exchanges
Ideally, every rack would yield a high scoring play.
However, occasionally you might have a rack that cannot score
well nor keep a good leave. You have to exchange.
The tiles you exchange are highly variable depending on the
board: essentially you are making a 0 point play. Your leave
should be well balanced and be conducive to the board,
assuring that you’ll score well next turn.
Exchanges are not necessarily indicative of bad racks:
sometimes you have good tiles with bingo or scoring potential:
your rack is just hampered by duplication or imbalances.

Here, you have scoring plays that keep poor leaves, and low
scoring plays that retain decent (but not great) leaves. Your
best play is to exchange, keeping the S for next turn.
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Rack Balance:

Rack 1:
Rack 2:
Rack 3:
Rack 4:
With these racks, your main goal should be to avoid
duplicate tiles. With rack 1, you can get rid of 3 Ts by playing
TATTOO a8 (24). In rack 2, you can get rid of all three Rs by
playing HORROR a9 (42). In rack 3, you can get rid of 2 Is by
playing AIKIDO a8 (36). In rack 4, you can get rid of an L and O
by playing OVOLO a9 (36).
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Rack 1:
Rack 2:
Rack 3:
Rack 4:
With these racks, you must get rid of clunky tiles. With
Rack 1, you should clear duplicates by playing GUAVA 1h
(36). With Rack 2, you can get rid of high point tiles with
HUMBUG 1h (54). With Rack 3, you can use your
awkward tiles with PARKWAY f6 (34). With Rack 4, you
can offload bad tiles with PUBLIC 1h (51).
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Find the best play! (Answers on page 33)
Rack 1:
Rack 2:
Rack 3:

Rack 4:
27
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Find the best play! (Answers on page 33)

Rack 5:
Rack 6:
Rack 7:
Rack 8:
28
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Find the best play! (Answers on page 33)

Rack 9:
Rack 10:
Rack 11:
Rack 12:
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Answer Key 1
Quiz 1:
(Redirected from page 17)
CATLIKE
DISPLAY
ORATION
COMICAL
PASSION
ISOLATE
FIREMAN
BREVITY
UNAWARE
FREEDOM
DEVICES
ANTIWAR

PEELING
REPLACE
OMINOUS
ELDERLY
IDOLIZE
OUTPLAN
LEAKIER
UNLIKED
LOCKERS
TOWELED
BECOMES
OVERBID

Word Construction
(Redirected from page 18)
STRETCH

QUALITY

BACKdROP FIENDiSH
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AQUEOUS TYPISTS
JACKPOTS MEMORIAL
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First and Last Letter
(Redirected from page 19)
First Letter:
CRAYONS
COVENANT
CABINET
CORONATE
COMPASS
CALAMARI
---------------SPELUNK
STRAIGHT
SEVENTY
SHATTER
SWOLLEN
SUDDENLY

Last Letter
BASEBALL
MONORAIL
INTERVAL
UTENSIL
ALCOHOL
PAINFUL
--------------PANORAMA
ETCETERA
GORILLA
HYSTERIA
SENORITA
BONANZA

Both:
LEMONADE
LICORICE
LANGUAGE
LANDLINE
LAMINATE
LOOPHoLE
---------------BLOODIER
BEWILDER
BACHELOR
BELIEVER
BIPOLAR
BOULDER
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Too Many Vowels or Consonants

(Redirected from page 21)
HOODIE
BOOGIE
AVENUE

IODIZE
UNIQUE
ADAGIO

BOOTIE
GOATEE
EUREKA

BEANIE
BUREAU
LEAGUE

WRENCH
THWACK
SKYBOX

GROWTH PHLEGM
WARMTH SYNTAX
SYMBOL
CLERGY

THRIFT
HYBRID
MYSELF

Too many of the Same Tile

(Redirected from page 22)

BIKINI
NITWIT
PAYDAY
ARMADA
COFFEE
WINDOW
TEEPEE
DOLLOP
ALLELE
COCOON

CUCKOO
ELEVEN
MURMUR
TARTAR
PAPAYA
AVATAR
OOLONG
MIRROR
TIDBIT
BAZAAR

Clunky Tiles
(Redirected from page 23)
GAWKED PILLOW LAWFUL LARYNX
WIZARD MUFFIN WIGWAM LOGJAM
SKIVVY PICKUP OCCUPY HICCUP
GUFFAW OFFKEY UPKEEP GYPPED
HYPHEN COWBOY HIJACK PICNIC
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(Redirected from page 27)
Rack 1: TRIVET h4 (20) Rack 2: MUSEUM j10 (44)
Rack 3: DECIDE d10 (33) Rack 4: JIVED g5 (32)
Rack 5: QUARRELs 4h (95) Rack 6: CURIOUS 12a (87)
Rack 7: VIDEO j2 (31) Rack 8: QUEUE 4h (18)
Rack 9: EVASION 14f (48) Rack 10: DIALOGUE h3 (61)
Rack 11: FRESH 10j (36) Rack 12: vACATION 12h(101)
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The Board Game
While the appeal of Words with Friends stems from the
‘word’ element of the game, being a good anagrammer with a
large vocabulary does not guarantee success. Words with
Friends is not just about finding words: you must also place
those words on the board.
Scoring points is only possible if you have a good grasp of
the various places to score on a Words With Friends board.
Doing so requires developing several board skills, including:
Playing through open tiles: Words with Friends can often be
thought of as having 8 playable letters: the 7 tiles in your rack,
and an open letter existing on the board. Using an open letter
(especially in combination with multiple bonus squares) can
help you score big!
Parallel Plays: Finding plays that parallel an existing word on
the board can also form a lot of short words, and thus net a lot
of points.
Hooks: Hooks can reuse high scoring existing words while
also allowing you to access lucrative scoring spots.
Extensions: Extensions not only look flashy, but also can
help you reuse an existing word to score big, especially when
combined with a Double or Triple Word Score.
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Open Tiles
One of the challenging elements of Words with Friends is
finding words not only using the tiles on your rack, but also
using the open tiles available on the board. Having to look at
both the board and your rack simultaneously to find words
makes anagramming twice as challenging.
When looking for shorter words, finding plays is difficult
since you don't know which letters to use. While it's easy to
find a word like ERSUVY, finding a 6 letter word with _ _ R _ _ _
with ENOSUVY is a much more difficult challenge.
Meanwhile, finding eight letter bingos through open tiles is
also extremely difficult. Although the same principles apply as
finding words in your rack, visualizing words using tiles on both
your rack and the board can be quite difficult.
There are several techniques that can help you find words
through open tiles. First, solve your rack imbalances. If you
have duplication, clunky tiles, or too many vowels/consonants,
you should focus on open letters that resolve these issues.
Second, fix the placement of certain letters. This makes it
easier to find words: if your play must start with R, then you
already have one fixed letter. In many cases, you can fix an
entire prefix, root, or suffix!
The third strategy is to focus only on one (or two) open
letters at a time. If you fail to find something with those tiles,
move on to other open tiles on the board.
Finding words through open tiles can seem daunting at first.
Luckily, by following basic rules of thumb and practice, anyone
can learn to find words and prevail over their opponents!
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Position

With these tiles, you should look at open vowels to bingo
through: either the A in FLANKS, E in DELI, or O in BOOM. After
some consideration you might find a word such as FuNCTION.

You are vowel heavy with duplicate Ds, and therefore
should look at the open E right away, as E and D go together.
There are two possible bingos: DWINDLES and SWINDLED.

With this rack, you should focus on open consonants as you
already have 4 vowels. The L, D, T, and M are all promising, but
the only bingo is through the F: RATIFIED.
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Bonus Squares and Open Tiles
Another useful technique is fixing both an open tile and a
high point tile on your rack, looking for words using both letters.

Rack 1:
Rack 2:
Here, the best spot is the L in LOUNGING, but we can also
use the O in LOUNGING or the S hook forming JAILOR-S.
With Rack 1, the letter preceding the L is probably A or O,
and the letter after the L is probably a D, T, O, or A. By fixing
the V (at the TL square), we can find VALOR or VOLTA.
With Rack 2, we can deduce that the preceding or ensuing
letter (or both) is an I. While LI-words prove fruitless, a search
for –IL allows us to find VIGILS. While it’s tempting to fixate on
ING, focusing on the L lets us spot a superior play.
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Parallel Plays
Parallel plays are played alongside existing words on the
word, forming several (usually 2 or 3 letter) words in the
process. These plays, especially when they use bonus squares,
can potentially lead to a lot of points. Mastering parallel plays is
paramount to your success in Words with Friends.

This board has many parallel play options. Many words fit
above and below HOMERED, form 3 letter words on row 6, or
use the IN in REMOVING (forming XI or QI)
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Difficult Parallel Plays

Not all parallel plays are simply played alongside a short
portion of a word. This board illustrates potentially difficult
parallel plays. The first option is parallel through disconnected
tiles, such as TABLEAU in row 11 (light blue)
The second obscure option is the parallel insertion. Finding
a parallel play such as HAUNT (diagonal lines) or BURRITO
(purple) falling between between two words is very difficult.
Another parallel play is the long parallel, i.e. PROTESTED
(green) through the R-T overlapping INSTEAD is difficult to spot,
as it parallels many existing letters.
Finally, we have a double parallel: REVOLTED (orange)
through the O in JEOPARDY is also difficult as it parallels two
words. Any play combining hooks, parallels, or extensions will
also prove quite the challenge.
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Vowel-consonant Alternation
A subconscious rule that nearly everyone develops is that
words alternate between vowels and consonants. While we can
find the exceptions with consonants (most people can find
consonant hooks to AN_), many people struggle when vowels
do not fit the VCV or CVC pattern.
For example, let’s look for front hooks to _AR. Now, there
are many common words such as BAR and CAR and FAR and
TAR, and people would find those easily. But the two hooks
that are missed most often are EAR and OAR. The reason?
People are only looking for consonants. It’s one thing to say you
know these hooks. It’s another to actually find them mid-game.
Here is a list of hooks that are very frequently missed
for precisely this reason:
E-AR

O-AR

GO-O

GO-A

PE-A

PE-E

BE-E

E-EL

FE-E

HA-E

HA-O

HI-E

KA-E

LO-O

NO-O

WE-E

TO-O

TO-E

Many of these words are basic, and some of you may
wonder how these parallel words are so easily missed. But in
the heat of the moment, when you’re trying to look for so many
options, these words are often missed unless you are mindful of
the possibilities.
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Parallel Play Tricks
With parallel plays, there are several other tricks that
can be used to great effect against unsuspecting opponents.
By using these gimmicks you can trick players into giving
you very lucrative options.

In this situation, VEGAN is a strong play since the
primary scoring spot parallels VEGAN, often with GO or
AG, allowing you to use your X or Z for huge points!
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Puzzles & Positions

Find the best spots for the following words! Answers on
page 57.
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Hooks
Hooks allow you to add another letter to an already existing
word on the board and make a perpendicular play using your
other tiles on your rack. Hooks are a good way to access
lucrative bonus squares and receive points both for the word
you made as well as the word that you hooked. While some
hooks (such as S-hooks) can be obvious, some hooks are sneaky
and require craftiness and ingenuity.

Find the hooks (besides S) for the following words! Answers
on page 57.
Easy:

Medium:

Hard:

PLANE_
_HONE
HAZE_ (2)
CAVER_
_LUCK (2)
_LAZE (2)
_ROOF
PARK_
_LESS
_HINGE
_LEASE
_NITE

_LIMP
_ASCOT
_ERROR
_HOSE (3)
_ISSUE
_OAF
_HOOP
HOOK_ (2)
_KING
_LAPSE
_SHAW
_HOST

PAST_ (3)
PROM_
_LANCE
_UNCTION (2)
_INION
_LEER
ARGON
_RANGE (2)
_RITE (2)
_EATEN (2)
_LEVER
_LAID
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S Hooks
The S hook is the most common and simple hook in
Words With Friends. The ability for the S to pluralize
words makes it extremely lucrative for both bingos and
high scoring plurals.
The S also pluralizes a lot of words that you might not
suspect, often because of alternate definitions or some of
the vagaries of the English language. Whether it’s animal
species (such as salmons and venisons) sports (RIFLINGS
or CURLINGS) or awkward alternate definitions
(SHOOKS), the S is even more useful than you might first
think.
However, it is important to not only consider whether
you have an S, but whether your opponent has an S.
Because of its huge potential, the S gains value as fewer of
them become available, since it can be used to create
scoring and bingo options that are extremely difficult to
block.
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Hooks with Staying Power
One of the most important properties of hooks is their
ability to stay open. Hooks are not useful if they are easily
blocked by your opponent.
There are two important factors to evaluate how often a
hook will be blocked. The first factor is that the hook is not
easily detected. If your opponent suspects you are creating
a lucrative hook, they WILL block.
The other metric is how easy it is to block the hook.
Hooks that are easy to block won’t stay open for long.

The ABYS-S hook is difficult to block. The A-VID
hook is difficult to block, but potentially dangerous since
your opponent often has an A. The T/S hook to WIG is
easy to block, but blocking plays score poorly, making it
unlikely to be blocked. Meanwhile, the S-TROLLS hook
can be blocked by an opponent’s S as well as parallel plays.
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Puzzles & Positions 2

Find the seven letter word. Then find the hook that
allows you to play the word! Answers on page 57.
Rack 1:
Rack 2:
Rack 3:
Rack 4:
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Extensions
Extensions take already existing words on the board and
extend them, making them longer. Extensions are rarely the
best play unless they hit a desirable bonus square such as a
Double or Triple Word Score. However, finding these plays can
be especially lucrative, and have that “cool” factor that every
word game player dreams of!
Many people or look for extensions too often. Extensions
are somewhat rare within Words with Friends and are only
worthwhile if they score a lot of points, usually involving 2W or
3W bonus squares. Extensions are rarely worth sacrificing
points: you are usually better off scoring points rather than
trying to draw an extension.
Most extensions involve prefixes and suffixes, but not
always! Here are some words that have non-prefix three-letter
extensions:
Row 1: ___ZONES ___LOWEST___ABASH

___AMINE

Row 2: NECTAR___ MEDIC___ DRIVEL___ CODE___
Row 3: CUSTOM___ STATION___ HONOR___ PLANET___
Row 4: ___HOLES

___AGING

___POWER

___HOODS

These words all extend with various letter
combinations: CAL, INE, ARY, and MAN. Despite all of these
words being common, they are still hard to find. Extensions are
rarely about word knowledge, and almost always about word
finding ability.
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Prefixes and Suffixes

The vast majority of extensions come by way of
prefixes and suffixes. Here, there are numerous extensions
that can score extremely well, such as SUPER-MARKETS,
PUCKER-ING, CONTRITE-LY, as well as numerous
extensions to POSITION, such as DIS-, EX-, and COM-.
While these prefixes and suffixes can be potentially
lucrative, its benefit goes both ways, as your opponent can
also hit. For these reasons, it’s often a good idea to block
these extensions, and to avoid trying too hard to hit these
extensions, as your opponent will also block.
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Hidden Extensions

While some opportunities to extend words are readily
apparent, other times these prized plays can easily be
overlooked. For example, many people see THERMOS
and don’t separate THERMO-S, allowing them to find a
play like THERMOSTAT.
Likewise, they miss extensions because they just can’t
find the plausible combination: such as ARCHIVING 15d
or MINESTRONE a4.
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Saving Extensions
In positions where there are lucrative extensions possible,
you need to assess how you will get to play your extensions.
Unlikely extensions or extensions that score poorly should be
dismissed, while likely extensions that score well should be kept
in hopes of completing the extension next turn.

Here, fishing for RELENTLESS is a bad idea since it
doesn’t score well, and fishing for CALZONES is a bad idea since
it is unlikely you will draw a C. However, fishing for JUNKYARDS
with a play such as BOIL or LOB is a good idea, as there are
several Rs remaining, the spot will often be left open, and the
fishing play scores 25 points now and 87 next turn.
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Puzzles & Positions 3

Find the extension with the following racks:
(Answers on page 58.)
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Puzzle #1

Find the best play with the following racks:
(Answers on page 58.)
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Puzzle #2

Find the best plays with the following racks:
(Answers on page 58.)
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Puzzle #3

Find the best plays with the following racks:
(Answers on page 58.)
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Puzzle #4

Find the bingo extensions with the following racks:
(Answers on page 58.)
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Answer Key 2
Puzzles and Positions

(Redirected from page 43)

Column l: ROOF, FEEL
Column j: APPLE, PANEL, AGREE
Column n: PLEASES, BASTION, SHOOT, WEAR

(Redirected from page 44)

Hooks

Easy:

Medium:

Hard:

PLANET
PHONE
HAZED/L/R
CAVERN
C/PLUCK (2)
B/GLAZE (2)
PROOF
PARKA
BLESS
WHINGE
PLEASE
UNITE

BLIMP
MASCOT
TERROR
C/T/WHOSE (3)
TISSUE
LOAF
WHOOP
HOOKA/Y
EKING
ELAPSE
PSHAW
GHOST

PASTA/E/Y
PROMO
GLANCE
F/JUNCTION
M/PINION
FLEER
JARGON
G/ORANGE
T/WRITE
B/NEATEN
CLEVER
PLAID

Puzzles & Positions 2

(Redirected from page 47)
Rack 1: VANILLA 1f (103)
Rack 2: TAKEOUT j8 (90)

Rack 3: CALORIC c1 (61)
Rack 4: CRISPED a6 (116)
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Puzzles & Positions 3

(Redirected from page 52)
LAVENDERS o4 (48)
ADVENTURE 15d (48)

HEARTBROKEN a3 (69)
PRECIPITATE 1b (215)

Puzzle #1
BLACK 2f (91)
CABANA 6j (62)
QUOTABLE 12h (44)

PLATELET l1 (45)
IdENTITY 4a (77) or
pETITION 14f (75)
THROB 14h (28)

Puzzle #2
AQUAMARINE a4 (78)
NUTCRACKER 15d (66)
SCAVENGER 8d (102)

FUNDAMENTAL o2 (66)
SEEDIEST 10h (57)
IDIOTIC j9 (30)

Puzzle #3
CHOOSIER 5e (73)
PACKAGE 1f (70)

VANITY 6h (29)
FORECASTED 9b (64)

Puzzle #4
MODERNIZES 11e (61)
RELINQUISH 12d (63)
NEWSLETTER 13b (54)
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HONEYMOONS 14e (77)
PEDESTRIAN 15f (86)
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The Strategy Game
While it's important to know and find words, Words with
Friends also has a strategic element. It’s not enough to simply
know and see your options: it’s also important to select the
option that will help you win.
Players all too often treat word games as solitaire. Words
with Friends strategy requires that you take steps to score well
on future turns while inhibiting your opponent from scoring,
both next turn and in the future.
There are many important strategic themes you'll need to
master to win at Words with Friends. You'll want to maintain a
good leave for consistent scoring. You'll want to maximize your
use of bonus squares, while limiting those opportunities for
your opponent. You'll want to manage bingo lines, allowing you
to score a 35 point bonus for using all your tiles while stopping
your opponent from doing the same. And you'll want to create
setups: openings for your remaining tiles to score next turn.
Mastering these concepts will allow you to outmaneuver
your opponents! While Words With Friends is widely
considered a word game, a player with good strategy can beat
players with superior anagramming and a larger vocabulary.
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Rack Management
At its core, Words with Friends is about scoring points.
However, it is also vital to save good tiles to score well
next turn to maintain a steady barrage of scoring, even if it
requires sacrificing a few points.
Earlier, we discussed several rack management themes:
avoiding duplication, retaining a vowel/consonant balance,
and avoiding clunky tiles. While this is a good foundation,
there are other rack management skills, such as leave
metrics, tile worth, and tile adjustment.

While the highest scoring play is SEIZE l1 through the
Z, a play such as TWEET/TA 4a (over the A in ALBUM)
is superior! Although it scores 10 less points, it retains
better tiles while taking out the row 4 TW square.
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Leave Metrics
One of the most common decisions in Words with
Friends is between a high scoring play with a poor leave
and a lower scoring play with a better leave. When two
plays are close and both plays have merits, choosing
between the plays can be difficult.
Because of this, I’ve created some general guidelines
for making points vs. leave decisions. Please note: there
are many minutia: as a result, take these guidelines as
advice, not gospel.
Guideline 1: The 4 point rule. For every tile that you’d like
to change from a vowel to a consonant (or vice-versa),
sacrifice 4 points.
Similarly, for every duplicate tile, sacrifice 4 points.
Also, for every clunky tile that you wish were a lower point
tile, again sacrifice 4 points.
For example, if you have a choice between keeping AC
or AA, you should keep AA if doing so allows you to score
8 (4 x 2) points.
Guideline 2: Points when ahead, leave when behind. With
marginal decisions, take the points when ahead and take the
leave when behind. Sure points reduces the role that luck
plays. When behind, you want luck to play a bigger role.
Guideline 3: The random tile guideline. If you can’t
quickly find a good scoring play with a random 1 point tile
(R, T, A, I, etc.), make the scoring play. If there are no
obvious scoring plays next turn, your “good leave”
probably isn’t as good as it appears.
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Example:

In this position, we can consider OHM 13b overlapping
MOTH as well as OMIT k10 paralleling MOJO. Although OHM
scores an extra point, it keeps two “I”, making it 3 points worse
due to the 4 point rule.
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Good and Bad Tiles
Top: ?, S, Z, X
High: M, A, N, L, P, J, O
Medium: E, C, R, K, D, I, B, V, H, T
Low: F, W, Y, U, G, Q
While each tile has strengths and weaknesses, some tiles
are just better than others. High point tiles that hook easily or
form a lot of words and bingos are more useful than low point
tiles that rarely score well.
The blank and S are the two best tiles by far, as both have
amazing scoring, hooking, and bingo potential. The Q is the
worst tile, because it is the most difficult to play, and good
opponents will prevent QI or QU- plays from scoring.
On average, the tiles in the top group are worth sacrificing a
few points (5 for the Z and X, 10 for the S, 25 for the ?) to keep
on your rack. High and Medium tiles are okay tiles in most
positions, while Low tiles should usually be played so long as
they don't sacrifice too many points.
While this list serves as a good baseline, you should observe
the board to see if a specific tile or leave might be better or
worse than usual. Risks such as duplication, vowel/consonant
ratio, synergies with open tiles or the other tiles in your rack,
and the scoring opportunities available on the board will also
influence the worth of a given tile on your rack.
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Example:

In this position there are a myriad of options, most of which
are to the E, such as FONDUE, FUDGE, and TONGUED. In this
case, FUDGE is the best of the three options, since the N, O, and
T are better tiles than the F and G.
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Example:

In this position, the P gains an extreme amount of value
because of the P-HONEY hook, P-LOWER hook, and NA-P hook,
all of which make the P extremely valuable, perhaps even more
valuable than an S would be. Meanwhile, the X has lost a lot of
value, since there are no good X spots or parallels, nor will one
likely be set up over the next few turns.
Similarly, the T is slightly better than normal (TOKAY) while
the R is slightly worse than normal (no R spots, only one R
played, and an open R already exists on the board)
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Board Management
One of the most important elements of Words With Friends
is inhibiting your opponent’s options. Taking away bonus
squares or bingo lines will often help you win.
Managing the board so that your tiles can score better than
your opponent's tiles is a major strategic component of Words
With Friends. It is vital that you create opportunities conducive
to your tiles while blocking the scoring options that don't
benefit your remaining tiles. While you don’t know your
opponent’s rack, you can drastically reduce your opponent’s
score with good board management.
There are several components of effective board
management. The first component is managing the bonus
squares. The player that best uses these multi-colored
multipliers effectively is favored to win this game.
The second component is controlling bingo lines. Bingo
lines are essential for large swings in game score, as bingos can
score well and create new scoring potential for trailing players
to catch up. Generally, leading players want to close bingo
lines, while trailing players should seek to create new bingo
lines.
The third component to board management is setting up
your own tiles. Creating a board that is conducive to your tiles
can be a lucrative way to score points.
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Bonus Squares Heat Map

Heat Map
(Note: Darker squares lead to more points.)
Another important concept is understanding the bonus
square layout. Staying towards the center of the board and
away from lucrative openings will allow you to deny your
opponent high scoring plays.
This diagram illustrates a heat map indicating where
scores are highest. As you can see, scores are highest near
lucrative bonus square locations, on the sides of the board.
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In this position, you can play FRITZ d4 for 37 points.
However, this play creates two bonus square openings for
your opponent: the 2W/3L combination (through the I) and
the 3W and 2W squares with the Z. Making a play like
DAZING h3 is much better since the bonus squares it
opens are much less lucrative for your opponent..
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Here, we can play INWARDS 6h through the open I for
44 points. However, doing so is extremely dangerous
because of the open R, giving your opponent access to the
3W, 3L, and 2W squares. These openings can potentially
allow your opponent to score over 50 points.
WAD i4 paralleling DAZING is a better play, scoring
16 fewer points but saving the S and keeping your
opponent’s options in check. The superior leave and
reduction in opponent’s score make WAD a superior play.
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Bingo Lines
Bingo lines are extremely threatening because of the high
scores they yield. Because of the 35 point bonus, bingo lines
are a quick way to erase a large deficit in just one play. A play
along row 4 or 12 (or columns d or l) can hit a 3W, 3L, and 2W
word, and can easily score over 100 points. The Z or Q on the 3L
square can singlehandedly score 180 points!
Bingo lines are also threatening because of their capacity to
open the board. Bingos not only score well, but they create
numerous openings for other scoring and bingo opportunities,
since both players can use all the openings that the bingo has
just created. Bingos often lead to other high scoring plays, and
before you know it,a 100 point lead can quickly vanish.
In general, you should seek to create bingo lines either
when you are behind or have strong bingo tiles, and should
close bingo lines when ahead or you hold either an imbalanced
rack or strong scoring tiles.
A word of warning: when creating a bingo line or playing a
bingo, you should be mindful of the options you are creating, as
sometimes your opponent’s bingo response will score more
points than the bingo itself.
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Score: 163-133
In this case, you can bingo with the word INVADeS (in
rows 3 or 11), but it’s just not worth it: doing so opens the
board and increases risk way too much. While scoring
fewer points, playing VAIN 2h is a much better play, as it
creates a more restricted board. With the S and blank, a
bingo will be inevitable in the near future, hopefully using
the lucrative column o.
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Creating Bingo Lines
Creating bingo lines is a good idea with strong bingo tiles or
when you're behind and need to swing the game. However,
bingo lines should not be created haphazardly, as good
opponents will often use the openings for themselves, netting a
ton of points! To create a good bingo line, you'll need to also
account for your opponents' likely responses.
There are several keys to creating good bingo lines. The
first key is to create lines that are difficult to use or block.
Words With Friends is a zero-sum game, with one winner and
one loser: thus, when you want to open the board, your
opponent wants to block. Thus, you need to make it difficult for
your opponent to block; creating opportunities that cannot be
easily inhibited while scoring.
The second key is to create openings that actually score
enough to win without giving too much back. At the end of the
day, bingos are just a play with a 35 point add-on, and can be
neutralized if you give your opponent a high scoring response.
Creating the right bingo line is essential if you want your bingo
to win.
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Score: 53-117
In this position, you have no good scoring options and are
looking for a high scoring play or bingo on your next turn. A
play like ZA 6j opens a good bingo line, but allows your
opponent to score extremely well with an S, G, or P. AY f5 is
even more dangerous, as is ERA g4 or ERASE 9a.
AYE 10i only scores 6 points, but it creates a bingo and
scoring line that is difficult to block: any AYE-S block will
inevitably create another S hook. Even if your opponent has the
S and uses it themselves, the A has created a fork, giving you
row 11 for a seven letter word.
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Setups
Another tactic used in Words With Friends is the setup. A
setup is a play that creates a potential hook, parallel play, or
extension that you can use to score well on a future turn.
Setups are extremely useful tools to help you open blocked
boards and creating high scoring spots and bingos.
Setups are often deceptively difficult to spot, especially for
intermediate players. Setups such as FIRS-T or FATS-O require a
keen eye to find, even though such hooks may seem obvious
once players are told a hook exists. Setups can also take
advantage of superior word knowledge (such as if you’re the
only one that knows FOND-U, an alternate spelling of FONDUE)
or used in combination with leave inference (I know my
opponent doesn’t have an S; so I’ll create an S-hook).
Setups should avoid setting up your opponent. Setups are
only a good idea if you believe your opponent won’t see or can’t
use the available opening. Since your opponent has first crack
at any setup, you should respect your opponent’s options.
Setups should be difficult to block. Setups are pointless if
your opponent can easily block, especially if they can score well
in the process. When behind, too many players make hopeless
openings that their opponents will block with nearly any rack.
Lastly, most players are too apprehensive about creating
setups when they don’t have an accompanying hook tile,
especially when behind. Sometimes you need to take chances:
even if you don’t draw the hook tile, your opponent may
sacrifice a lot to block the spot you've just created.
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Positions

In this position, playing BONY f2 (39) not only scores
well, but sets up a deceptive E-BONY front hook that your
opponent might not see. Even if your opponent does see it,
it is fairly likely that they won't have an E as many Es have
already been played.
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In this position, there are many 20 point options, including a
potential setup play: OUD 13m, setting up FLAG and LOUD next
turn. In this case, there is one L remaining, so it is possible but
unlikely that we are setting up our opponent.
In addition, we are giving away a decent blocking spot for
our opponent at 14j. However, this spot will rarely be taken:
Most of the time we will cash in next turn. If there were more
Ls in the pool or line 14 were a stronger scoring spot, OUD
would be a much weaker play.
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Pool:

One of the most underutilized concepts in Words with
Friends is the pool. The pool tells you how many of each tile
remains unplayed, and is extremely useful especially when
evaluating setup and late game plays, as it can provide valuable
information on your opponent's potential options.
When evaluating the pool, there are several things to
consider. The first thing is vowel-consonant balance, or a large
number of a single tile remaining. For example, with a pool of 6
Es, 8 other vowels, and 7 consonants, you should avoid keeping
Es in your rack and keep consonants over vowels.
The second thing you should be looking for is specific tiles
that are relevant to a given board. This can mean setup tiles:
for example, if you want to play LOCK and set up your C, you
should look to see how many Bs or Fs are available. This also
applies to boards with powerful bonus square opportunities: if
there is a Z or X in the pool, you should be more likely to block.
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Setups using the Pool

In this position, you have several setup options at 10b. For
example, LUMPS sets up your C! However, LUMPS will often set
up your opponent, as there are 2 Fs and 4 Ss in the pool which
your opponent could easily have.
Likewise, you can play LAMPS, which takes no other hooks
but the C. However, this will often be blocked by 11a plays, as
it's fairly transparent what you are doing, and easy to underlap
LA to score ~20 points. Also, this forces you to withhold the U,
which is a bad tile. Regardless, this is much better than LUMPS.
A better setup is HUMPS, setting up CHUMPS. While this
takes a front T and W hook, there are only 2 Ts and no Ws
remaining, thus making this setup worthwhile: your opponent
will probably be unable to use it or block it effectively.
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Late game

Rack:
Pool:
Last play: GALACTIc
Here, while it seems like a play such as ECHOED l1 is best,
the pool reveals something very different: a very strong threat
at l12 with plays such as JAWS, BASH, HAYS, or BAST scoring a
ton of points. Because of the pool adapting so well to that spot,
a better play is actually blocking that spot, sacrificing points to
play UNDUE on row 15.
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Endgame

Rack:
Pool:
While it is tempting to play HOBOS for 53 points in column
n, by using the pool you can see that your opponent's best placy
by far to use the J is through the A in GALACTIC. Blocking with a
play like AH 3j (16) will leave your opponent with no place to
play the J.
Using the pool during the endgame to spot your opponent's
options is especially valuable, as it gives you the option to block
your opponent's plays. Doing so can net the extra 10 or 20
points that might be the difference between winning and losing!
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Puzzle #1

Score: 142-151
Find the best strategic play!
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Puzzle #2

Score: 192-201
Find the best strategic play!
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Puzzle #3

Score: 136-208
Find the best strategic play!
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Puzzle #4

Score: 34-46
Find the best strategic play!
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Answer Key #3
Puzzle #1: FA 11j (20) scores decently and sets up your
Y, which is very hard to block.
Puzzle #2: NAVAL 15g (30) blocks the best scoring spot
for your opponent by far, and is a strong play that blocks bonus
squares.
Puzzle #3: BOUND j10 (22) creates a good S hook that is
difficult to block, dramatically increasing your chances of playing
a high scoring bingo next turn.
Puzzle #4: CLAPS j2 (54) allows you to score well while
keeping the blank. Even though bingos score more, the
difference in leave makes the sacrifice in points worthwhile.
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Puzzles
While this book can illustrate new concepts and provide
insights on how to play Words With Friends, ultimately applying
these concepts over the board requires practice. It will take
some time and practice until most players are able to apply
these concepts effectively over the board simultaneously.
At the end of the day, there is no substitute for sitting down
and playing Words with Friends, looking for the best play
without any assistance whatsoever. Not only is this an
important part of anyone’s WWF development: it’s also the
most fun!
These puzzles span all over the map, using concepts learned
from this book’s entirety, including an answer key at the end to
look over your answers! Try to spend at least 10 minutes per
puzzle, and look for the best play: some solutions may be easy
to find, while others will be much more difficult. Don’t cheat!
Good luck!
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Puzzle #1:

Find the plays that score well (and keep a good leave) using
the following open tiles: (Note: 2 of the solutions are obscure
words mentioned in the vowel-heavy words section)
Open Tile: Location:
X
12d
D
10d
n/a 4k
M
1i
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# of points:
____
____
____
____
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Puzzle #2:

Find the best plays using the following open tiles:
Open Tile: Location:
V
8h
S
6j
N
4m
L
1n

# of points:
____
____
____
____
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Puzzle #4:

Find the best play using the following open tiles:
Open Tile: Location:
A
14d
A
n6
G
4k
R
6e
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# of points:
____
____
____
____
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Puzzle #5:

Find the best play with the following racks:
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Puzzle #6

Find the best play with the following racks:
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Puzzle #7
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Puzzle #8
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Puzzle #9

Find the best play with the following racks:
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Puzzle #10

Score: 18-107
Find the best play with the following racks!
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Puzzle #11

Score: 96-112
Find the best play!
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Puzzle #12

Score: 164-237
Find the best play!
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Answer Key #5
Puzzle #1
EAUX 12d (36)
ADIEU 4k (44) (also AUDIO)

AUDIO 10b (18)
MIAOUED 1i (36)

Puzzle #2
VACUUM h8 (36)
AUTUMN 4h (40)

MUCUS j2 (26)
MUTUAL 1i (60)

Puzzle #3
PLYWOOD n5 (68)
FOLLOW 12d (44)

TWOFOLD j8 (34)
BLINDFOLD 15d (84)

Puzzle #4
BAMBOO 14c (59)
GUMBO 4k (54)

BABOON n5 (43)
BOURBON 6b (46)

Puzzle #5
FAITH 10b (52)
CHUBBY n5 (97)
PLANNED 13e (67)

DONUT 12a (49)
SANDWICH e6 (59)
CARNIVAL d8 (149)

Puzzle #6
GHOUL o8 (66)
CRAZINESS 1d (198)
WHOLE 7j (37)

EFFECTIVELY h4 (54)
PROTECTS l8 (83)
REEDUCATE 4g (101)
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Puzzle #7
DISROBE 5d (79)
DEPENDENT h4 (64)
WISDOM 6a (64)

PUTT 9e (44)
WINDMiLL d8 (110)
PROBLEM f2 (42)

Puzzle #8
COMPUTeR d1 (85)
PARODY m6 (45)
KOALAS 9g (48)

CRAFTED g6 (69)
CRAWLING i4 (57)
NEPHEW f1 (46)

Puzzle #9
PLANTED g6 (63)
UNKIND l10 (72)
UNCOMMON 6h (40)

CANDLESTICK o4 (72)
AROMATIC 4h (67)
GOLDFISH l1 (89)

Puzzle #10
AELNNPX: EXPLAIN 6e (35) scores well and opens the board.
ADELQUV: DEV k11 (29), setting up EQUAL 12k (78). It will be
very difficult for your opponent to detect this setup.
BFNOSTU: BUFFETS f8 (50) scores more than any other play.
ADDEFLL: PADDLE 12h (40) scores well and opens the board.
AILLSTT: FELT f11 (16) keeps a strong bingo leave and creates a
useful hook for a potentially lucrative bingo next turn.
EINOPRV: PROVINCE b6 (115) scores more than any other play.
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Puzzle #11
ADEOTV?: VOTED o3 (54) might score less than ADVOcATE, but
is a better leave because it retains the blank.
CDEKOOP: COOPED o2 (63) scores well while retaining the K,
which is useful both for the K-NIGHT and HAW-K hook.
CEORUVY: VOYEUR j10 (62) scores more than any other play.
AEEILLV: VILLAGE d4 (58) scores more than any other play.
ACILMNX: MAXING d4 (54) scores well and also sets up
CLIMAXING with an I draw.
AGILMNO: MAGNOLIA l1 (92) scores more than any other play.

Puzzle #12
AENOSTW: AW b12 (24): Keeping the O is better than the A
because of the G-O spot available on the top right.
ADEFNRS: FRIED j2 (49) scores well more than any other play.
AEGNPRS: PRIG j2 (34) sets up the S-PRIG hook, giving you a
good bingo and scoring lane that is difficult to block.
ACEEOVW: COW b12 (30) fishes for the D, S, or R for ACHIEVE_
for around 100 points.
DDEEEEP: DEEP e12 (30) scores well and balances your rack,
keeping a manageable DEE leave.
BEEILRR: HORRIBLE 11c (60) scores more than any other play.

Puzzles

Conclusion
Hopefully this book has changed your perception of Words
with Friends forever! I hope that after reading this book, you'll
no longer think of Words with Friends as “just a word game”.
Although this book has introduced you to many new
concepts on how to play Words with Friends, it will take time
for any player to master these concepts. Like any hobby, it
takes minutes to learn, but a lifetime to master. I highly
recommend reviewing the material in this book every once in a
while to refresh the concepts, as grasping all of the information
at once can be a chore for just about anyone.
Thanks for reading! I hope you’ve enjoyed this look into
Words with Friends. For those interested, I’ve also written
some books on Scrabble®. Check out my website at
www.breakingthegame.net for my Scrabble® book. Please feel
free to send me any feedback, and recommend this book to
your friends!
While this book is free, there are certainly costs to upkeep
my site. If you'd like to send me a donation, feel free to send
one to my paypal account here. Any amount would be
appreciated!
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Appendix:
1. WWF Power ups
2. Fast Play
3. Lightning Round

Power-Ups
With the advent of Words with Friends 2 has come
some power-ups that can be used to significantly increase
your score. These power-ups are tools that can
dramatically help you score more points and win games
when used effectively.
While purists consider this cheating (many players will
be unhappy if you use power-ups against them), many
others don't mind: after all, Words with Friends is supposed
to be about fun, creativity, and learning.
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Word Radar
This power-up can be useful to know what to look for and
envision the possibilities. Word Radar highlights all of the
squares on the board that can be used this turn. It's
especially useful because it tells you to *keep looking*,
especially for bingos or extensions that might exist.
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Hindsight
This tool can be especially useful, especially for beginner
and intermediate players in the long run, even though it has
no real immediate purpose, as it allows you to see the plays
that you may or may not have missed. This is especially
useful for bingo racks, especially with blanks, since while
you might have missed a big play this turn, using hindsight
will ensure that you won't miss that play next time.
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Swap +
This is easily the most overpowered power-up, as it
allows you to swap your tiles while retaining your turn.
This allows you to upgrade bad racks with no cost, allows
you to fish and turn almost-bingos into bingos (and
potentially Triple-Triples!) While the other two power-ups
don't overwhelmingly influence Words with Friends game
play, a player who uses Swap + will have a huge advantage
over any opponent who doesn't.
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Fast Play

Fast play is a form of Words with Friends with a
smaller board, fewer tiles, and higher scoring per turn,
since the bonus squares are more restricted. Although
many of the principles carry over from Words with Friends
to fast play, there are still some important differences.
The first difference is the tile pool: Fast Play is biased
towards stronger tiles. While there are half as many tiles,
most of the good tiles are still around (2 blanks, X, Z, Ss,
etc.) and it's extremely easy to score. Conversely, there is
still the Q and only one U, making the Q even worse.
The second difference is the board. Since the bonus
squares are closer together, this makes bonus square
combinations even more dangerous: especially those in
rows 1, 3 9, or 11 or columns a, c, i or k. You should
sacrifice points to avoid creating these openings.
These differences change the strategy of Words with
Friends significantly. Bingos are less prevalent, tiles like
the ?, X, and Z gain value, and the game is centered around
getting a lead and shutting the board down quickly.
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On this opening rack, you might be tempted to play
LIMIT, but it isn't worth it. You're scoring mediocrely,
keeping a bad leave, and creating an opening for your
opponent to use the TW and several DL squares. You're
much better off exchanging all of your tiles or playing
MITT d6 (for 7, to avoid leaving the S hook on column i)
instead of playing LIMIT for 18.
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Here, even though you can play AMINO 10f (52) and
get rid of your vowels, you are actually much better off
playing QAT h4 (32). The Q is just an absolutely awful
tile, and that fact is made worse by the lack of QI spots and
the only U having already been played.
In addition, AMINO creates huge scoring spots allow
rows 9 and 11, and burdened with the Q, you might not be
able to counter your opponent effectively.
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Lightning Round
The Lightning Round is a 5 vs. 5 duel in which both
sides race to 750 points. It's a game of collective solitaire
using 5 boards: players work together on these boards to
score as many points as quickly as possible.
The strategy of the Lightning Round is different from
one-on-one, as the primary strategy is to set up your
teammates and cash those setups on the outermost regions
of the board. If your teammates don't cash those setups
and/or make setups themselves, you'll be unlikely to win
against smart opponents who are willing to work together.
Early Game
At the beginning of the game, you want to stretch the
board into the corners as quickly as possible so you can
reach the high scoring spots and TL/TW combos etc. as
quickly as possible. This means making long plays in the
first first few turns, even if they don't score a ton of points.
Tile Conservation
In the Lightning Round, the tiles you should conserve
should change. While you should still conserve blanks,
you should also conserve JXZ, and sometimes even the Q
until the real big scoring options develop.
Setups
It bears repeating: there are certain words that are
essential to win at Words With Friends, especially 3 letter
words. Some of the most important words that you'll use
include QIS, QAT, ZOA, JOE, XIS, and JIAO. Learning
these short words is essential for setups.
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In this position you probably want to play IRON/E for a
measly 4/5 points at 10c, leaving someone else to play
QAT 11a for 102 points next turn.

Here, you probably want to play GO c9 (3), setting up
ZETA or ZEAL 11a (114).
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Swapping
You may think that swapping in a race to score points
seems like the absolute wrong strategy, but swapping is
actually an even more important part of the lightning round,
as bad tiles will hurt your team's ability to score in future
rounds. If you see a strong imbalance and no immediate
scoring or setup play, it's time to exchange.
Even if you have a decent scoring play, it still might be
better to exchange if scoring means using a lucrative setup.
Pluralizing a word with an S, for example, will not usually
be good as holding the S if you don't have a strong
perpendicular play.
When exchanging, you generally want to exchange
nearly all of your tiles, keeping only the blank, Z, S, or
other tiles that could be immediately useful on the board.
However, don't be afraid to play through if you can
make a lucrative setup, as the next player will also have the
option to exchange, if worse comes to worse. Whenever
possible, trust your teammates!

